March 12th 2013
I am writing this letter in the event that there will not be an selection of a new Pope
on this day. I wanted to add this information to the March 11th broadcast, but I did not
think about it until later. Like I mentioned in the previous broadcast The Vatican
Resignation Ritual, the Catholic Church follows the system of Pythagorean, which is
the system of the Rosicrucian Hermetic Order. Therefore the occult follow specific
dates and times to carryout major events. The election of a Pope is at the top of the
list when it comes to major events, so we should pay close attention to this process.
If they do not elect a Pope on the March 12th 2013 then this dose not mean that they
are not still following the Pythagorean time cycle. If would be to your advantage to
learn about the phase of the moons and understand that the ancient Babylonian
system used the moon to mark when certain holidays would begin and end. Since
March 11th 2013 is the Passover according to the Babylonian calendar cycle then we
have to observe the days that make up this cycle. It would also add to your
understanding that this event marks the END of darkness. This means that when the
ancient Babylonians saw the light of the Moon after 3 days, this marked the END of
darkness. Therefore March 11 is the gate, March 12 is day ONE of coming through
the gate, March 13th is day TWO of coming through the gate, March 14th is day
THREE of coming through the gate. March 14th 2013 is when you see the light of the
“New Moon” this is why it is called a “New Moon”
If they elect a Pope on March 14th 2013 then this would line up to the three day
Babylonian New Moon cycle 12,13,14 so do not be surprised if there is no pope on
the 12th. Now I have a date on HebrewsWakeup.com and HWUNET.org that I
singled out which is March 13th 2013. This is another one of those dates that I found,
I am not sure what it means yet, but it is important to the occult.
In addition we should keep in mind that the ancients followed a 364 days of the year
cycle, this cycle can be broken into 13 moons of 28 days. So if they chose a Pope on
March 13 2013 it could be in reference to the number 13, 13th Moon, 13th Day or 13th
Years.
In addition, regardless on what day they choose the 12th , the 13th , or the 14th we
should pay less attention to the numbers more attention to the reason why. If would
help to be aware that they have already selected a Pope. If anyone has watch the
series on show-time called the Borgia, or researched the history of the Popes will
know that the office of the Papacy has been corrupt for hundreds of years. We can see
this today by the amount of pedophilia being exposed.
Therefore we have to pay very close attention to whom they elect and why, so if they
elect an African Pope, then African and the third world is in deep trouble. If they elect
an Asian Pope then America and the Western European present power structure is in
trouble. I say this about Africa because President Barrack Obama pretty much

allowed them to expand death in destruction on a scale former president Bush can
only dream of.
An African Pope promotes the illusion of power threw Catholic Christianity. This
would put people in the third world back to sleep, and give them a false since of
empowerment. For example this happened to many of us in America and abroad. We
thought that because President Barrack Obama is a “Black Man” he would see things
threw they eyes of the oppressed people of the world and create a better world.
Without terrorism and real diplomacy.
But of course this is not the case. He opened the door for Africom, which is
plundering the resources for the western nations, and further destabilizing the African
Nations. Therefore a Black Pope would be horrible for the third world. In addition,
because many Catholics are in the so called third world billions of people will be
deceived.
Likewise this will be horrible for Africa and the third world because the so called
third world is targeted for eugenics. The Nazi inspired European Monarchs are
planning genocide for the peoples of the so called third world. They do this by
promoting the lie about over Population. Therefore if they select a Black African
Pope this would help them achieve this goal. How? Because it would help them to
push the eugenics needle easier. What this means is that major world organizations
like the World Bank, IMF and the World Health Organizations which are under the
umbrella of the Untied Nation are following the plans of Agenda 21. We see this from
the results of the world heath sponsored vaccination program that is being pushed by
Bill Gates.
You can do a quick search on the Internet typing by typing in “paralyzed by
vaccination”, “sterilization by vaccination” , Smallpox vaccine triggered Aids
virus', or you can study the United Nations Agenda 21 depopulation plan that is
sponsored by The Rockefeller Eugenics Foundation.
You can also read resent mainstream and alternative news articles:
“India’s Polio Eradication Campaign in 2011 Caused 47,500 Cases of VaccineInduced Polio Paralysis” or “Polio vaccine blamed for outbreaks in Nigeria” or
“At least 50 African children paralyzed after receiving Bill Gates-backed meningitis
vaccine”
Therefore if they elect a Black African Pope this will not be good for the so called
Africans. The major religion of Africa and the third world is Catholicism, because of
European Colonization. In addition if they select an Asian Pope this is a sign that
America is finished, because America is in complete control of China threw dept.
And this would be another sign that China will become the new super power. If this
becomes the case Africa and the third world are still in danger, because China dose

not have to pretend. They can bypass western style democracy and just force the so
called third world to do what they want without opposition.
Now if they do not select a Pope on either of these days and if the Pope is a good old
Italian or German this dose not mean we can breath easy, because we still have to
considered the whole terrorism angle. The Muslim Brotherhood and Al Qaeda are a
product of the CIA. This means that the secret orders that created the CIA which is an
offshoot of the Jesuits order. They will use Islam to bring in their new system of
world control. They can use their instigated conflicts between the Shia and Sunni to
cause chaos and disorder.
Then they will bring in peace threw the religion of Islam. This could be done using
the Shia branch of Islam, by using the Mahdi of the Fatima branch. This would bring
the Sunni and Shia together and setup a one world religion under Islam. This would
replace the pedophilia religion of the Catholic Church. In addition, because this chaos
and disorder was created by the CIA which is the creation of the secret societies,
which came out of the Jesuit order, is still apart of the Rosicrucian Hermetic Order.
Therefore the results of depopulation and planetary genocide will still be
accomplished.
In conclusion, if they elected a Pope on March 12th 2013, March 13th 2013, or March
14th 2013 then this will be a sign that they are still on track.
Likewise if they do not elect a Pope on any of these dates and the Pope is either
African or Asian then we still should not fall asleep. Why? Because the occult still
have another card to play and that is the card of Islam. They will use the usurped line
of Ali, Fatima, Hussan and Husayn called the Shia line of Islam. But this line is not
the line of Ali and Fatima, but Ismaili whom was the great grandson of Abu Bakr.
Therefore if they play the Islamic card they will bring forth the Mahdi of the Occult.
Creating a new one world religious oppressive system of the beast.
So stay alert! Knowing is half the battle, and knowing who you are and the power of
AHYAH that is with in you is the other half. This has been a HWUNET Report I am
Dawid Yacob Maccabeus thank you for listening and my AHYAH give you peace,
power and knowledge to destroy the system of the beast.

